SE N SE B U I LT- I N CO FFE E M AC H I N ES

PRODUCT CODE

s

C
 M465

-- Makes 2 cups at a time
-- Milk jug
-- Steam nozzle to heat and froth milk

DIMENSIONS
h:450mm

B lack Glass with
Stainless Steel Trim

-- 3 temperature settings
-- 5 Coffee strength settings
[Extra-strong, strong, medium,
light, extra-light]
-- 1.8 Litre water tank
-- 200g coffee bean capacity

CAPPUCCINO, JUST THE
WAY YOU LIKE IT
Using the milk dispenser you can make your
perfect flat white, latte or cappuccino.
For ease of use the coffee machine is set to
deliver a standard cappuccino, although if
you prefer more or less coffee you can
adjust either to suit your preference.

-- 15 bar pressure

COFFEE FOR TWO

FEATURES
-- Fully automatic

-- D rip tray, to collect spillages

Save time by making two cups of coffee
simultaneously.

-- Full touch control with white
LCD display

-- Stand-by energy saving

-- Coffee bean grinder
-- Coffee grinder adjustment to modify
how fine the coffee beans are ground
[13 settings]
-- Uses fresh coffee beans or preground coffee
-- 5 Drink volume adjustments to modify
the amount of coffee dispensed
[Espresso, small, medium, large, mug].
Each size can be adjusted to fit your
favourite cup.

-- Water hardness setting
-- Cleaning warning
-- Descale programme

COMPLETE CONTROL
Produce your ideal beverage with ease by
adjusting the settings to your preference.
You can control everything from the size
and strength to the fineness of your coffee
grind. Perfection every time.

COFFEE MACHINE

-- S ettings can be adjusted for making
various hot drinks such as short
espresso, long espresso, normal
coffee, long coffee, warm milk, warm
water or cappuccino [Milk/coffee mix
can be customised]

-- Used coffee ground bin

ACCESSORIES
-- Coffee Spoon
-- D escaling agent bottle
-- Milk jug
-- Hot water nozzle
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
-- 1 Liquid descaler [DESCALER]
Visit caple.co.uk for full range
INSTALLATION

-- 30 Auto programmes

- Rated load 1.35kW

-- P rogramme machine to switch-on and
warm up at set time

- Fuse rating 10A

COOKING

FINISH AVAILABLE

-- Hot water function

Features

DIMENSIONS

